
Motown by Night Primer 

Chronicle: “Smuggler’s Blues” 

Game Setting:  

Detroit is a major port city on the Detroit River, in the Midwest region of the United States. Located north of Windsor, Ontario, 
Detroit is the only major U.S. city that looks south to Canada. It was founded in 1701 by the Frenchman Antoine de la Mothe Cadillac. It is 
known as the world's traditional automotive center — "Detroit" is a metonym for the American automobile industry — and an important 
source of popular music, legacies celebrated by the city's two familiar nicknames, The Motor City and Motown.[7][8] Other nicknames 
emerged in the twentieth century, including Rock City, Arsenal of Democracy (during World War II),[9] The D, D-Town, Hockeytown, and 
The 3-1-3 (its telephone area code).[10] In recent years the city has become more "a symbol of US economic woes." The Detroit-Windsor 
area, a critical commercial link straddling the Canada-U.S. border, has a total population of about 5,700,000. In 1980, Detroit hosted the 
Republican National Convention which nominated Ronald Reagan to a successful bid for President of the United States. By then, nearly 
three decades of crime, drug addiction, and inadequate policies had caused areas like the Elmhurst block to decay.[27] During the 1980s, 
abandoned structures were demolished to reduce havens for drug dealers with sizable tracts of land reverted to a form of urban prairie.  

In the 1990s, the city began to enjoy a revival, much of it centered downtown. Comerica Tower at Detroit Center (1993) arose 
on the city skyline. In the ensuing years, under new leadership, three casinos opened in Detroit: MGM Grand Detroit and MotorCity 
Casino, which have now added permanent resorts and Greektown Casino which is scheduled to open its permanent resort at the end of 
2009 . New downtown stadiums were constructed for the Detroit Tigers and Detroit Lions in 2000 and 2002, respectively; this put the 
Lions' home stadium in the city proper for the first time since 1974. The city hosted the 2005 MLB All-Star Game, 2006 Super Bowl XL, 
2006 World Series and WrestleMania 23 in 2007, all which prompted many improvements to the downtown area. The city's riverfront is 
the focus of much development; in 2007, the first portions of the Detroit River Walk were laid, including miles of parks and fountains. 
This new urban development in Detroit is a mainstay in the city's earnest desire to reinvent its economic identity through tourism.[30] 
Along the river, upscale million dollar condos are going up, such as Watermark Detroit, some of the most expensive the city has ever 
seen. Some city limit signs, particularly on the Dearborn border say "Welcome to Detroit, The Renaissance City Founded 1701." 

The city had the sixth highest number of violent crimes among the twenty-five largest cities in 2006. For the 2000 Census, 
median household income in the city was $29,526, and the median income for a family was $33,85326.1% of the population and 21.7% of 
families were below the poverty line. The Detroit suburbs in Oakland County, Macomb County, and northeastern and northwestern 
Wayne County are predominantly white. Of the African-Americans who live in the metropolitan area, about 70% live within the Detroit 
city limits. Metro Detroit's ethnic communities are diverse and include descendants of the French founders, as well as Irish, Germans, 
Scots, Poles, Italians, Greeks, Serbians, Turks, Armenians, Jews, Arabs, and Lebanese who settled during the city's early twentieth century 
industrial boom. Metro Detroit has the largest concentration of Belgians outside of Belgium;[92] Cadieux Street on the city's east side 
north of Grosse Pointe constituted the heart of one of the few distinctly Belgian neighborhoods in the U.S. during the early- and mid-
twentieth century. Dearborn has a sizable concentration of Arab Americans. 

Game background: 

The first camarilla presence in Detroit was established in 1765 as the population of the town grew to be the largest city 

between Montreal and New Orleans. Detroit’s kindred politics have been tumultuous from within as well as from threats without. Once 

the area was urbanized and large automotive manufacturing, steel milling, and international air and sea shipping turned the area into a 

metropolitan locale and transportation hub, the lingering garou tribes were all but gone save for a handful of urban dwelling 

glasswalkers. In the early 1950’s an influential and wealthy Nosferatu of some historical significance ascended to the throne after the 

bloody demise of her toreador predecessor. Rumors persist that Selma, the repugnant; prince of nearby Cleveland had a hand in 

dispatching with the sitting toreador prince as part of her long standing enmity with the clan of the rose. Detroit’s mage population is one 

of the highest in any city in the United States. There is an established cabal of mages of different traditions and their influence rivals (if 

not surpasses) that of the resident Kindred. Detroit’s current court is on good terms with both of its closest neighbors, Chicago and 

Cleveland. Detroit is a city in constant conflict with the sabbat presence in nearby Canada.  Rumors of threats to the city’s stability 

(mundane, mystical, and mythical) abound. The eternal jyhad slashes and burns away ones sanity, humanity, and very being like a 

wildfire in these tumultuous nights and alliances ebb and flow like the murky waters of Lake Erie. Only three things are certain about the 

kindred climate of Rock City these days, tensions are high, danger lurks around every corner, and someone or something is in the 

shadows pulling the strings and cackling while the puppets dance! 
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Available 
influence 

Elysiums and other 
institutions 

Tourist spots Universities/social centers 

Academic 
Transportation 
Law 
Politics 
Health 
Civic services 
Religion 
Media 
High society 
Occult 
Street crime 
Organized crime 
Tourism 
Manufacturing 
Service industry 

Palmer Park 
Detroit Opera House 
Detroit Institute of 
Arts. 
Vitae Bars/hang outs: 
Ruby Vial 
The Thorny Rose 
Bitter Tears 
Newspapers: 
The Detroit Free Press 
The Detroit News 

Detroit Institute of Arts 
 The Detroit Historical 
Museum  
Charles H. Wright Museum of 
African American History 
The Detroit Science Center  
Detroit Public Library  
Motown Historical Museum  
Tuskegee Airmen Museum, 
Fort Wayne 
Museum of Contemporary Art 
Detroit  
Detroit Electronic Music 
Festival  
Detroit International Jazz 
Festival  
NBA's Detroit Pistons  
WNBA's Detroit Shock  
Detroit Red Wings 

 Wayne State University, a national research 
university with medical and law schools in the 
Midtown area 

  University of Detroit Mercy with its schools of Law 
and Dentistry  

 The College for Creative Studies  
 Lewis College of Business, 
  Marygrove College 
 Wayne County Community College 
 The Detroit College of Law 
Hospitals: 

Detroit Medical Center Henry Ford Health System, St. 
John Health System, John D. Dingell VA Medical 
Center 

 

Some things to consider when crafting your character: 

 Standard character creation rules but with a total of 20 freebies instead of 15 

 All character regardless of age know they are kindred and how to use their blood abilities and the disciplines that THEY 

THEMSELVES possess. To know more, Kindred lore must be purchased at character creation. Characters may spend blood to 

make their skin warm and flush, make their heart beat for a scene; however, it is assumed that the characters that do not 

purchase masquerade as an ability at character creation forget to do these things as a default. A character’s age and humanity 

may also make even these masquerade reinforcing actions difficult to effectively pull off. 

 All characters begin the game with $1000.00 in their pocket in addition to or in spite of any resources they purchase at 

character creation. Additionally each character may start with 1 firearm, 1 bladed weapon, one vehicle, and one “container” 

holding 5 points of vitae. All other items are at the storyteller’s discretion and must be ON THE CHARACTER SHEET! No 

assumptions will be made especially in regards to “gear carried.”  

 All of the characters are new to Detroit (lived there less than 3 days) and all have no status in their current domain (those that 

purchased status must lobby the prince to have it recognized), but do know the location of the main Elysium. Any character 

starting with a cellular phone also has the number of their sire, their retainers, contacts, allies, the main Elysium receptionist, 

and the current password, “pimpernel.“ 

 Purchasing “city secrets” as knowledge will assist you in specific rumors and information about the area and each dot taking in 

city secrets OR masquerade will allow your character to know an additional kindred or supernatural inhabitant of the city. 
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Game mechanics house rules: 

 Round = 5 seconds; scene = 10 minutes or 60 rounds (no it doesn’t exactly add up, but that’s the way it is gonna be, bitch!) 

 Increasing stats: Expending one blood point will increase one physical attribute to its generational maximum for one scene or 

10 minutes of “in game” time. Stats may be increased beyond generational limits by up to two points for one scene at the cost 

of one blood point per point increased. 

 Feeding: characters may roll their unmodified stamina to determine how much blood they can ingest per round 

 Healing: Characters may spend one blood point to heal one level of bashing/lethal damage.  Healing wounds out of combat is 

automatic; however, healing wounds during combat or other highly active situations will require a successful stamina roll 

difficulty 6. Characters must spend 5 blood points and rest for 24 hours to heal each aggravated wound level. Characters must 

spend 5 blood points and a willpower in order to attempt to heal an aggravated wound in combat (or during non restful 

activity) and then must roll their stamina difficulty 5 and score at least 3 successes to be successful. 

 Initiative: The character with the highest celerity score acts first in the round.  Initiative is rolled for ties and all others 

without celerity. (wits + dex diff 6). The character with the lowest initiative score announces their action first and other 

characters announce their actions in order progressing to the character with the highest celerity. Once a character announces 

their actions, they may not be changed. This is to allow those with the highest initiatives/celerity the chance to chose their 

actions based on the actions of slower characters. 

 Resisting: Resisting the use of dominate and presence (unless noted otherwise in the rules) is done by the expenditure of one 

point of willpower and successfully rolling willpower at the same difficulty of the acting character’s difficulty and scoring at 

least one success more than the acting character. 

 Combat: It is assumed unless stated by the character that one will attempt to dodge or otherwise protect oneself when being 

attacked. For this reason attackers will always roll to hit a target by using their dex + appropriate skill vs. a difficulty of the 

target’s dex + dodge(when the target is aware of the attack). Characters may attempt to dodge as a main action in which case 

the dodging character will roll their dex + dodge (diff 7) as a contested roll against the attacker’s roll (diff target’s dex+ dodge). 

This dodge can only be used to dodge a single attack made against the target. 

 Difficulties greater than 10 and excessive successes.  For a difficulty of 10 that a character must score at least 3 successes 

on then two 10’s must be rolled. This roll also is a success for any roll of difficulty 11. Thusly for each two degree of difficulty in 

excess of 10, then an additional 10 must be rolled in the die pool. E.g. To hit a character with a dex + dodge of 16, then an 

attacker must roll four 10’s on their attack. For successful rolls over 6 successes the degree of accomplishment MAY be 

increased. When rolling to hit a target with a melee or ranged attack, every 3 successes over 6 adds an additional die to the 

attacker’s damage roll.  One’s do not count against a character’s damage roll i.e. you can’t “botch” damage. 

 Rituals, and other misc. Rituals take ten minutes per level of the ritual to complete unless otherwise noted in the description. 

Pavis of the foul presence, the blasé merit, is only effective on levels of presence up to level five. These and other such means of 

resistance have diminishing returns and benefits as the power that they are meant to foil increases. 

 


